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thermodynamics and the IMFthermodynamics and the IMF

IMF determined thermodynamic

properties of gas (in addition to turbulence)

Richard Larson in MNRAS, 359, 211 - 222 (2005)

(see also Y. Li et al. 2003, Jappsen et al. 2005, Bonnell et al. 2006)
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hydrodynamicshydrodynamics



energy equationenergy equation



equation of state -- EOSequation of state -- EOS

Note:

 in reality, computing the EOS is VERY complex!

 depends on detailed balancebalance between heatingheating and coolingcooling

 these depend on chemical compositionchemical composition (which atomic

   and molecular species, dust)

 and on the ability to radiate away „cooling lines“ and

   black body radiation

   --> problem of radiation transferradiation transfer



effective EOSeffective EOS

under certain conditions: energy equation and EOS

can be „combined“ to an effective EOSeffective EOS

all gas particles follow an unique density - pressure -

temperature curve (e.g. Spaans & Silk 2000, 2005, Omukai et al 2005)

ideal gas EOS: P =  P =  kT / mkT / m

effective polytropic EOS: P = KP = K

P = pressure,  = density,

k = Boltzmann constant,

T = temperature, m = effective
particle mass,  = polytropic

exponent  K = some constant
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exampleexample

cooling in a low-mass

halo in the early universe
(from Jappsen et al. 2007, 

chemistry: Glover 2007, Glover & Jappsen 2007)

tchem > tdyn --> no eff



critical critical  from virial theorem from virial theorem

virial theorem:  critical exponent for stability

ATTENTIONATTENTION: depends on dimensiondimension of problem
(see, e.g., Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953)

in 3D:

virial equilibrium: 3( -1)U + W = 0 (i)

total energy: E = U + W                 (ii)

(ii) in (i): 3( -1)E + (3 -4)W = 0

collapse possible for  < 4/3

U = internal energy, W = potential energy, E = total energy

  
E =

3 4

3( 1)









critical critical  from virial theorem from virial theorem

in 1D: (e.g. Stodolkiewicz 1963, Ostriker 1964, 1965, Larson 1985,

Inutsuka & Miyama 1992, 1997, Kawachi & Nagasawa 1998)

isotherm cylinder in hydrostatic equilibrium: line

mass = 2cs
2/G = const.

virial theorem: 2( -1)U - GM2 = 0 (i)

linear perturbation analysis: isothermal filament
always unstable to radial collapse for  < 1
(Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953)

U = internal energy, W = potential energy, E = total energy





(from Larson 2005)



stability of self-gravitating gasstability of self-gravitating gas

Jeans (1902): Jeans (1902): Interplay between

self-gravity and thermal pressure

stability of homogeneous spherical

density enhancements against

gravitational collapse

dispersion relation:

instability when

minimal mass:

Sir James Jeans, 1877 - 1946
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fragmentation depends on EOSfragmentation depends on EOS

  (1)(1)    p p                       pp1/ 1/   

  (2)(2)    MMjeansjeans    3/23/2  (3(3 -4)/2 -4)/2 

  <1:<1:  largelarge density excursion for given pressure 

   Mjeans  becomes small

   number of fluctuations with M > Mjeans is large

 >1:>1:  smallsmall density excursion for given pressure

   Mjeans  is large

   only few and massive clumps exceed Mjeans

 because Mjeans  -1/2 cs
3

 and cs = (dP/d )1/2  ( -



fragmentation depends on EOSfragmentation depends on EOS

=0.2 =1.0 =1.2

for <1 fragmentation is enhanced  cluster of low-mass stars

for >1 it is suppressed  formation of isolated massive stars



fragmentation depends on EOSfragmentation depends on EOS

number of collapsed cores

as function of time and as

function of gamma
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possible implicationspossible implications

 degree of fragmentation depends on EOSEOS

 polytropic EOS: p p 
  <1<1: dense cluster of low-mass stars

 >1:>1: isolated high-mass stars
       (see Li, Klessen, & Mac Low 2003, ApJ, 592, 975; Kawachi & Hanawa 1998; Larson 2003;

       also Jappsen, Klessen, Larson, Li, Mac Low, 2005, 435, 611)

 implications for extreme environmental conditions
   - expect Pop III stars to be massive and form in isolation
     but when is the transition from Pop III to “normal” Pop II/2 ??? 
      (Bromm, Larson, Coppi 2002, Smith & Sigurdsson 2007, Omukai et al 2005, 

         Schneider et al. 2006, Clark, Glover, Klessen 2007)

     - expect IMF variations in warm & dusty starburst regions 



three applicationsthree applications

star formation in solar neighborhood

star formation in circum-nuclear starburst

regions

star formation in early universe: transition

from Pop III to Pop II.5



EOS for solar neighborhoodEOS for solar neighborhood

below 10
-18

 gcm
-3
:                     T 

above 10
-18

 gcm
-3
:                     T 

(Larson 1985, Larson 2005)

(also Whitworth et a

1998, Koyama & Inu

2000, Masunaga &

Inutsuka 2000, Omu

2000, Evans et al. 2

Galli et al. 2002,

typical Jeans m

~ 0.2 - 0.3 M



IMF from simple piece-wiseIMF from simple piece-wise

polytropic EOSpolytropic EOS

1 = 0.7

2 = 1.1

T ~ 
1



IMF from simpleIMF from simple

piece-wisepiece-wise

polytropic EOSpolytropic EOS

  critical density                median mass 



IMF in nearby molecular cloudsIMF in nearby molecular clouds

with crit
  2.5 105 cm-3 

at SFE   50%

 Isothermal EOS

 has deficite of 

 very low-mass

 objects (*)

 --> need  --> need ““bettebetter

      EOS!      EOS!

(*) difference to M



IMF in starburst galaxiesIMF in starburst galaxies

Nuclear regions of starburst galaxies are extreme:

hot dust, large densities, strong radiation, etc.

Thermodynamic properties of star-forming gas

differ from Milky Way --> Different EOS!
(see Spaans & Silk 2005)
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IMF in starburst galaxiesIMF in starburst galaxies

Starburst EOS --> top-heavy IMF
(Klessen, Spaans, Jappsen, 2007)

starburst region



fragmentation depends on EOSfragmentation depends on EOS

 log density
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n(H2)crit  2.5 105 cm-3

crit
  10-18 g cm-3

 = 1.1 = 0.7
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(Jappsen et al. 2
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transition: Pop III to Pop II.5transition: Pop III to Pop II.5



transition: Pop III to Pop II.5transition: Pop III to Pop II.5



dust induced fragmentation at Z=10dust induced fragmentation at Z=10
t = tSF - 67 yr t = tSF - 20 yr t = tSF

t = tSF + 53 yr t = tSF + 233 yr t = tSF + 420 yr
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dust induced fragmentation at Z=10dust induced fragmentation at Z=10

dense cluster of low

mass protostars

builds up:

- mass spectrum

  peaks below 1 Ms

- cluster VERY den

  nstars = 2.5 x 109 p

- fragmentation

  at density

  ngas = 1012 - 1013 c

400 AU

(Clark et al. 2007)



cluster build-upcluster build-up



cluster build-upcluster build-up
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dust induced fragmentation at Z=10dust induced fragmentation at Z=10
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- fragmentation
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summarysummary

basic parameters of IMF can be explained

by interplay between gravity and turbulence

thermodynamic properties of gas are very

important (balance between heating and cooling

determines compressibility of gas and, hence, probability

for gravitational collapse)

universality in solar neighborhood
(can be based on atomic and molecular parameters)

dependency on metallicity
(transition Pop III -> Pop II/2)


